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The blessings of a good thick skirt: women travellers and their world – Mary Russell 

Professor Erica McWilliam included stories from The blessings of a good thick skirt when she spoke at 

the 2012 Alliance Biennial Staff Conference. Despite being published originally in 1986 and then 

reprinted in paperback in 1994, this book has many relevant lessons and insights for women today; it 

is also a fascinating read. Mary Russell is an intrepid traveller and travel writer. She prefers to travel 

alone, to places such as Iraq and the Sahara desert. The blessings of a good thick skirt is a “glittering 

library” of 127 women travellers and their experiences. 

Erica McWilliam used Russell’s book to explore the idea of discomfort. Why would these women 

choose the discomfort of travelling to remote, difficult and often dangerous foreign lands rather than 

staying within the familiar bounds of their home lives and support structures? There are of course, 

myriad reasons which Russell explores; “the reasons why women … set themselves the challenge of 

going beyond the limits of everyday endurance are numerous, complex and mysterious” (p. 14). She 

does not attempt to reduce these women’s stories to a common theme but rather, pulls together 

similar travellers’ tales into chapters such as Pilgrims to Freedom, Reaching the Summit and Risks 

and Dangers. These women enriched their lives by making journeys that took them “beyond the 

physical and mental confines set by society” (p. 15). 

We read about Ann Davidson, who was the first woman to sail single-handed across the Atlantic 

(1953). “The danger of being run down by larger ships was always present and Ann found herself 

getting up every twenty minutes during the hours of darkness to keep a look-out” (p. 84). There is 

also the remarkable Margery Kempe who, after twenty years of marriage and fourteen children, 

“told her husband she had had enough” and set sail for Jerusalem in 1413 “with a party of pilgrims 

whose collective and determined aim was to lose her as quickly as they could” (pp. 149 & 33). In 

1891 Kate Marsden journeyed across Siberia (before the Trans-Siberian railway was built), to nurse a 

colony of lepers who lived deep within the forest; “she would stop at nothing” (p. 49).  

Even for avid readers of travel writing, there are women in this book whose stories amaze. Flights of 

Fancy (Chapter 3) describes the women who lived and died performing tricks from hot air balloons. 

There are infamous pirates who were certainly not women “you might want to tangle with” (p. 79). 

Finally, it is hard to forget the image of Lucy Walker, the first Englishwoman to climb the Matterhorn 

in 1871, who “frequently drank champagne while on a climb – accompanied by a slice or two of 

sponge cake”! (p. 93). 

The only flaw with Russell’s book is that it is hard to keep track of all the women, particularly when 

the same traveller might be mentioned in several places throughout the twelve chapters of the text.  

This book does reveal something about why women have chosen discomfort through travel 

historically. There are illuminating passages about the extraordinary gains that these travellers have 

achieved. For educators of girls, there are many lessons in these pages but it hardly reads as an 

instructional text. Rather, the stories are inspirational and fascinating. These women’s adventures 

should be heard and Russell has done a service to her readers by so eloquently encompassing as 

many of these tales as she can. 
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The blessings of a good thick skirt would be enjoyed by teenage girls, through to women of all ages. 

There are stories that humble you and others that make you laugh. This text would be well suited to 

the curriculum in a girls’ school, or at the very least, it should be housed in the library. “For those 

with the will to escape, a journey outwards into the unseen may be the only hope of finding what 

lies within. Better the reality of the unknown than the artificiality of the known” (p. 29). 
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